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Size-selected FeRh clusters have been deposited at low energy and under ultra-high vacuum con-
ditions, on a BaTiO3 epitaxial thin film. Using x-ray diffraction in grazing incidence configuration,
we have observed the chemical ordering of FeRh nanoparticles into the chemically ordered B2 phase
after annealing, while a reciprocal space mapping indicates that particles, despite their random de-
position, are finally adopting preferential orientations reflecting an atomic ordering with the BaTiO3

crystal. In addition to the usual expitaxy relationsship observed for FeRh thin films, an unexpected
orientation is detected (45° in-plane rotation, leading to a new cube-on-cube epitaxy relationship),
which must be specific to nanosized FeRh particles.

I. INTRODUCTION

The binary FeRh alloy displays a rich phase diagram
with both crystal and magnetic order phase transitions
[1–4]. For the bulk chemically ordered B2 phase (of
CsCl type), a first order antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic
(AFM-FM) transition occurs near room temperature and
is appealing for applications such as heat-assisted mag-
netic recording, or exchange-spring magnets [5, 6]. In
addition, the subtle link between structure, electronic
and magnetic properties [4, 7–9] leads to interesting be-
haviors like magnetostriction, magneto-caloric effect, and
the possibility to control the metamagnetic transition
using external parameters (pressure, strain or applied
field) [10–13]. At the nanoscale, a strong interplay be-
tween surface configuration, morphology and magnetic
state is expected to take place [14–19]. The AFM-FM
transition can then be affected and controlled, by strain
or electric field, through the use of a specific substrate
[12, 13, 18, 20–27]. Recently, most of the studies were fo-
cused on the structure and magnetic properties of FeRh
films in presence of interfaces with substrate and over-
layer [28–35]. In particular, by using thin films of FeRh
grown on monocrystalline surfaces such as MgO and per-
ovskites [9, 13, 21, 25, 36–43], it has been shown that
the stress between film and substrate strongly affects the
transition temperature and the steepness of the metam-
agnetic transition. On the other hand, little is known
about the strain effects on FeRh nanoparticles and their
interaction with the surrounding [44–46], while some spe-
cific finite size effects have already been reported for
these nanomagnets [47–51]. In view to extend to small
nanoparticles the successful coupling observed for thin
FeRh films grown on ferroelectric BaTiO3 (BTO) sub-

strate [20, 39, 41], a first step is to investigate the struc-
tural properties of FeRh nanoparticles on an epitaxial
BTO thin film, to evaluate how far the interface between
the nanomagnets and the oxide substrate can be con-
trolled at the atomic level.

In this study, we have deposited size-selected FeRh
clusters (diameter lower than 10 nm), at low energy and
under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions on BTO thin
films. The sample preparation is described in Section II.
Structural characterization using synchrotron radiation
in grazing incidence configuration is reported in Section
III. We have observed the chemical ordering of FeRh
nanoparticles into the B2 phase after annealing. The
orientation dependence of x-ray diffraction FeRh peaks
indicates that particles, despite their random deposition,
are finally adopting preferential orientations, reflecting
an atomic ordering with the BTO surface. In addition
to the usual epitaxy relationship met for thin films, a
novel orientation is observed (corresponding to a 45° in-
plane rotation). This specific behavior is also obtained
for FeRh particles of larger size on a differently prepared
BTO film, as shown in Section IV, confirming the robust-
ness of these finite size effects. Preliminary magnetic
measurements using x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) show that the FeRh nanomagnets remain fer-
romagnetically ordered down to low temperature. This
is discussed in Section V together with the conclusions
and perspectives of this work. These results show how
cluster deposition offers an alternative approach to usual
bottom-up growth methods and open the path to a possi-
ble control of FeRh nanomagnet properties taking advan-
tage of the interfacial coupling, at the atomic level, with
a ferroelectric oxide bottom-layer or substrate, notably
due to its inherent piezoelectric properties.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Left: TEM image of the incident FeRh clusters, deposited here on an amorphous carbon layer. Right:
size histogram deduced from TEM observations, with a fit using two gaussians (for the main monomer peak and the small
dimer peak).

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

A BTO thin film of 7 nm thickness has been epitax-
ially grown using Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) on
a SrTiO3 (STO) single crystal (pure STO(001) square
substrates of 5 mm × 5 mm and 0.5 mm thickness). The
quality of the BTO thin film, like the crystalline qual-
ity and roughness of the surface, was followed by reflec-
tion high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED)(see sup-
plementary material [52]). The BTO thin film has a sto-
ichiometric and atomically flat surface from the RHEED
point of view. As shown in [53] by in-situ RHEED, while
very thin films (< 5 nm) have a in-plane BTO cell pa-
rameter close to that of the substrate (3.905 Å), films
thicker than 8 nm are almost completely relaxed. X-ray
measurements (see [52] and further section) confirm the
crystal quality and the partially relaxed structure of the
BTO film (a⊥ ≃ 4.08 Åand a∥ ≃ 3.96 Å). This partial
relaxation is in line with the previously reported x-ray
diffraction characterization [54] on the same type of thin
films. The BTO diffraction peaks are very close to the
STO peaks, the orientation of the thin film corresponds
to the STO substrates (001) orientation with a coherent
and very small thickness of the layer, indicating a good
epitaxial cube-on-cube relationship between the two per-
ovskites. The grown thin film can thus be considered as
single crystalline and epitaxial, c-domain oriented, the
“vertical” direction (i.e. normal to the surface) corre-
sponding to [001]BTO.

The FeRh nanoparticles have been synthesized by the
mass-selected low energy cluster beam deposition (MS-
LECBD) technique [55–58]. Briefly, the plasma created
by the incidence of a Nd:YAG pulsed-laser beam fo-
cused on an equiatomic FeRh rod is thermalized through
the continuous injection of He gas at 30 mbar that

induces the nucleation and growth of a cluster beam.
Size selection is possible thanks to a quadrupolar elec-
trostatic mass-deviator [59] acting on ionized species
that are transferred for deposition in an UHV cham-
ber (10−10 mbar base pressure). By using a devia-
tion voltage of 300 V, FeRh clusters pre-formed in the
gas phase are deposited at low kinetic energy onto a
BTO/STO monocrystalline substrate, at room temper-
ature, with a surface density of around 9 × 103 FeRh
clusters/µm2 (with such a random deposition, the aver-
age nearest neighbor distance is then around 5-6 nm, so
that around 80% of the incident particles should remain
monomers [60, 61]). The sample was then coated by a
thin amorphous-carbon layer to protect against oxidation
and avoid particle diffusion and coalescence [55, 56]. A
similar sample (with a lower surface density) was also
deposited on a transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
grid, in order to determine the particle size and shape
from TEM observation (see Fig. 1). The FeRh nanopar-
ticles have a mean diameter around 4 nm and the size
distribution has a relative dispersion lower than 10% [62].
The total amount of FeRh on the BTO sample is thus of
the order of 2 Å, when expressed as an equivalent thick-
ness.

Afterwards, the sample (C/FeRh/BTO/STO) was
transferred to the UHV chamber of BM32 beamline of
ESRF synchrotron (Grenoble, France) for x-ray diffrac-
tion and scattering studies using a 15 keV monochro-
matized incident beam at grazing incidence. Annealing
overnight at 600°C was performed, in order to reach the
chemically ordered B2 phase of FeRh. Such a proce-
dure has been shown (from HRTEM observations, but
also synchrotron characterizations [47]) to successfully
provide well crystallized FeRh particles when they are
embedded in an amorphous carbon matrix. It must be
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Experimental GISAXS pattern (left), compared to simulated one (middle), with the 4 sections (right:
experimental dots and simulated lines) used to find the best fit parameters (given in text). The 4 sections used are shown as
vertical and horizontal lines on the experimental GISAXS pattern.

noted that only moderate coalescence and particle size
increase is occurring upon annealing, which allows the
particles to reach their equilibrium shape and increase
the crystalline quality.

III. X-RAY DIFFRACTION
CHARACTERIZATION

A. Experimental results

As explained above, chemical ordering and particle re-
crystallisation is obtained by annealing. Grazing inci-
dence small angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) can be used
to characterize the final nanoparticle size and shape on
the substrate [63, 64]. With a diluted assembly of par-
ticles at random positions on the surface, the GISAXS
pattern directly reflects the particle form factor. It can
thus be checked that the nanoparticle nature of the sam-
ple is preserved (i.e. it is not a continuous FeRh film)
with a moderate coalescence between particles initially in
contact. The room temperature experimental GISAXS
pattern (with an incident angle α = 0.17° close to the
critical angle of 0.1365° calculated for BTO) obtained on
annealed FeRh sample is compared to a simulated one
and presented in Fig. 2. Although the true particle shape
and size distribution must be more complex, using the
IsGISAXS software [65] a very good fit is obtained with

a model assuming hemispheroidal particles of constant
flattening parameter (h/R = 0.93, with h the particle
height and R the in-plane radius) and a simple gaussian
distribution for R (centered on R = 2.83 nm with a dis-
persion σ/R = 0.57). This would correspond to a mean
equivalent diameter around 5.6 nm (diameter of a sphere
having the same average volume), quite close from the
initial particle size. The larger size dispersion may reflect
the variety of shapes among the particles which could be
less symmetric than ideal hemispheroids (in particular,
nanoparticles should rather display facets). Anyway, this
shows that the sample still consists of a 2D layer of sepa-
rate FeRh particles on the BTO surface. The almost per-
fect hemisphere shape (which gives a much better agree-
ment between simulations and measurements than with
spheres, flattened spheres or truncated spheres) indicates
a poor wetting of the oxide surface (90° contact angle),
which is the common behavior of metals on oxides. Note
however that the particles are more flattened than for
metallic clusters on an almost inert graphene surface [64],
thus reflecting a non-negligible interaction between FeRh
and BTO at the interface. Besides, an in-plane Ω angle
variation (i.e. rotation around the normal axis) has no
incidence on the GISAXS pattern. This shows that, as
far as the particle shape is concerned, there is no orien-
tation effect.

Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD) in-plane
scans have been performed before and after thermal
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Left: GIXRD measurements (radial scans in the reciprocal space, at constant l ≃ 0, and with the
wavevector expressed in STO relative lattice unit), in logarithmic intensity scale, along different in-plane directions ([h00],
[hh0] of BTO and intermediate direction in between). {110}FeRh and {200}FeRh peaks are visible in addition to substrate peaks
marked with stars (STO crystal and BTO thin film, appearing as a shoulder on the left side). Right: Angular scan, i.e. along
different in-plane directions, for the wavevector q corresponding to {110}FeRh and {200}FeRh peaks. The unusual epitaxy results
in a higher intensity in particular azimuths of the BTO crystal.

treatment. Before annealing, only the BTO and STO
peaks were observed (corresponding to crystal truncation
rods since we are probing the reciprocal space near the
sample surface i.e. l ≃ 0 [66]) with no signature of FeRh
nanocrystals. This can be explained by the fact that with
an initially random orientation of FeRh clusters on the
surface, the scattered intensities are spread over and thus
diluted on the entire Ewald sphere, making the signal too
low to be detected for such small nanocrystals.

After annealing, as shown in Fig. 3 where intensi-
ties along different directions are plotted, we see in ad-
dition to substrate diffraction peaks, two small peaks
corresponding to the chemically ordered B2 phase of
FeRh: {110}FeRh and {200}FeRh, situated respectively at
q = 1.85 and q = 2.62 in STO relative lattice unit (STO
r.l.u.). Note that no contribution from the chemically dis-
ordered FCC phase of FeRh (called A1) can be detected,
otherwise one would observe a peak around q = 2.14 (in
STO r.l.u, corresponding to q = 3.43 Å−1) originating
from the {200} reflection of the FCC phase. This is con-
sistent with a full transformation from A1 (as prepared
particles) to B2 phase (annealed particles).

From the FeRh peak position we can deduce the cell
parameter of FeRh nanocrystals, a = 2.98 Å (±0.01
Å), which is fully in line with the bulk lattice constant
value [3]. In addition, a typical crystallite size can be
evaluated using the Scherrer formula [67, 68] by mea-
suring the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
diffraction peaks. It is around 0.8 nm−1, which corre-
sponds to a diameter D ≃ 9 nm, both for {110}FeRh and
{200}FeRh peaks. It is also the same in particular az-
imuths ([h00]BTO and [hh0]BTO) and in an intermediate

direction (22.5° Ω rotation away from the [h00]BTO di-
rection, thus avoiding any peak from the substrate, as it
can be seen in Fig. 3). Note also that since the FWHM is
of same magnitude for {110}FeRh and {200}FeRh peaks,
the so called “disorder of the second kind” (cell parame-
ter variation) is not apparent and the peak width reflects
the finite size on FeRh nanocrystals.

As it is obvious from Fig. 3, the intensity of FeRh
peaks strongly varies with the in-plane direction. This
means that the particles are neither randomly oriented on
the surface (like a powder) nor with a common vertical di-
rection and a random in-plane angle (fiber texture). Re-
markably, the intensity ratio between the two azimuths
is reversed when we compare {110}FeRh and {200}FeRh

peaks. As it has been shown in many experiments
[20, 23, 25, 39–41], there exists an usual epitaxy relation-
ship between FeRh and BTO (or STO) met for thin films,
which is (001)FeRh ∥ (001)BTO & [110]FeRh ∥ [100]BTO.
This epitaxy, corresponding to a cube-on-cube stacking
with a 45° in-plane rotation between the FeRh and BTO
unit cells, is the one called OR II in the review of Fu
& Wagner on the interaction of nanostructured metal
overlayers with oxide surfaces [69]. According to Fu &
Wagner it is the most favorable epitaxy relationship for
BCC metals on STO, and it is also observed for thin films
of FeRh on BTO or MgO, and for FeRh nanoislands on
MgO [29, 42, 51]. Thus we can expect to observe the same
orientation for FeRh nanoparticles lying on a BTO(001)
surface: this would be visible with a {110}FeRh peak in
the [h00]BTO direction and the corresponding {200}FeRh

peak along the [hh0]BTO azimuth. Conversely, the sig-
nature of the orientation called OR I in the review of
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Fu & Wagner, which is a direct cube-on-cube stacking
(i.e. (001)FeRh ∥ (001)BTO & [100]FeRh ∥ [100]BTO),
would be to detect the {110}FeRh peak in the [hh0]BTO

direction and the corresponding {200}FeRh peak along
the [h00]BTO azimuth.

Therefore, the GIXRD results can be understood with
a mixing of two epitaxy relationships (the usual OR II
and the unexpected OR I), corresponding to two differ-
ent families of FeRh particles on the BTO surface, with
[001]FeRh normal to the surface [70]. Note that the usual
epitaxy (cube-on-cube with a 45° rotation) gives the most
intense signal, and taking the intensity ratio as a pop-
ulation ratio, we find that the unusual epitaxy (OR I:
cube-on-cube) is around 3 times less abundant. How-
ever, this is only a crude estimation because there must
be additional FeRh particles having neither OR I nor OR
II orientation since FeRh peaks are detected in the inter-
mediate direction: therefore, a non negligible proportion
of particles may be randomly oriented or with a fiber
texture (in-plane random orientation).

To go further, angular scans (also called rocking Ω
scans i.e. measurements at a fixed q in-plane, and varying
the orientation with a Ω angle sweep) have been mea-
sured (see. Fig. 3, right) and corroborate the above
interpretation in terms of two families of FeRh parti-
cles in epitaxy with the BTO substrate. The curves
display maximum of intensity every 45° (corresponding
to ⟨h00⟩BTO and ⟨hh0⟩BTO directions), while a removal
of the background signal (including the tail of substrate
peaks) rather indicates an intensity ratio between 3 and
4 for the usual epitaxy compared to the unusual one [52].
The reciprocal space map of the surface has also been
measured [71], at the SIXS beamline of SOLEIL syn-
chrotron (St Aubin, France), as shown in Fig. 4. In
addition to some ring structures (signature of randomly
oriented particles), it is clear that along particular az-
imuths (of ⟨h00⟩BTO and ⟨hh0⟩BTO type) we observe a
higher intensity both for {110}FeRh and {200}FeRh peaks.
Note that for the usual epitaxy (OR II), the FeRh peaks
are situated just before the BTO peaks (i.e. at slightly
lower q), while for the unusual epitaxy (OR I), they are
situated in a region with no other signal coming from the
substrate.

B. Discussion

The B2 phase of FeRh corresponds to a BCC metal
with a chemical order (like CsCl) so that nanocrystals
should mainly display {100} and {110} facets [49], as al-
ready observed for small particles in amorphous carbon
or alumina or grown on MgO [47, 49, 51]. Even if the in-
terface energy with the BTO(001) surface is not known, it
is then reasonable to expect to have FeRh particles with a
⟨001⟩ or ⟨110⟩ direction oriented perpendicular to the sur-
face. It must be noted that particles lying on higher index

facets such as {211} or {111} may exist, but they would
not result in {200}FeRh peaks observable in the surface
plane. Therefore, they cannot account for the present
observations (moreover, particles on a {111} facet would
produce a diffraction pattern with a three-fold symme-
try, which is not what we see). In addition to the two
epitaxy relationships mentioned above, corresponding to
FeRh particles lying on a {100} facet with the orienta-
tions OR I and OR II according to the list of Fu & Wag-
ner, one may wonder if the two other orientations cor-
responding to particles on a {110} facet are met in the
present case (namely OR III where [100]FeRh ∥ [100]BTO

and OR IV where [111]FeRh ∥ [110]BTO). Since OR IV
would not result in a strong intensity of {110}FeRh and
{200}FeRh peaks along [h00]BTO and [hh0]BTO azimuths,
contrary to what is observed, this orientation can also be
discarded [72]. Finally, if one envisage the existence of
FeRh particles having OR III (for instance with [011]FeRh

perpendicular to the surface and [100]FeRh ∥ [100]BTO in
plane), then this family of particles would only produce
{110}FeRh and {200}FeRh peaks along ⟨h00⟩BTO azimuths
(with a 90° angle between [200]FeRh and [011]FeRh ). The
unusual epitaxy relationship OR I is thus the only one
able to explain the specific higher intensity observed for
{110}FeRh along the ⟨hh0⟩BTO directions. Because OR
III would reinforced the intensity of both {110}FeRh and
{200}FeRh in the ⟨h00⟩BTO azimuths, the observed ratios
of intensity mean that particles having this orientation,
even if they can exist in principle (this orientation would
however be unprecedented for FeRh on perovskite), are
in negligible amount. From these considerations, one can
deduce that the observed FeRh peaks in the reciprocal
space map are due to particles lying on a {100} facet,
with some of them displaying the unusual OR I orien-
tation. Although L-scans (i.e. in a direction perpendic-
ular to the surface, corresponding to [00l]BTO) did not
give exploitable results, scans at a value l ̸= 0 have been
successfully measured. Remarkably, peaks of FeRh are
clearly detected with radial scans (parallel to the sur-
face) at a fixed l = 1.305 (STO r.l.u), which corresponds
to {001}FeRh, and along different in-plane directions [52].
This is the signature of FeRh particles lying on a {100}
facet, and presenting the same in-plane preferential ori-
entations with respect to the BTO lattice: the {110}FeRh

is more intense in the [hh0]BTO azimuth, since it is situ-
ated over the {100}FeRh peak in-plane (i.e. corresponding
to the usual OR II epitaxy, being again around 3 times
more intense than OR I).

Other FeRh peaks are also of interest. In-plane mea-
surements allow us to detect the (quite weak) {100} peak
of FeRh B2, which is directly related to the chemical or-
dering and which would be absent in the case of a chemi-
cally disordered BCC crystal. No peaks corresponding to
{111}FeRh or {210}FeRh are detected, which is consistent
with their expected very low intensity. On the contrary,
the {211}FeRh is expected to be quite intense (for a pow-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Left: reciprocal space map measured by GIXRD (the color correspond to log scale of the intensity)
in a h, k projection (l ≃ 0). The main peaks correspond to the substrate (integer value of h, k). FeRh peaks are detected
with higher intensity in particular azimuths (even if a ring structure is visible). Right: same map, plotted as a function of q
(in-plane wave vector modulus) and Ω angle (rotation around [001]BTO). Therefore, a horizontal cut corresponds to a given
in-plane direction, while a vertical cut corresponds to a given q (here not expressed in r.l.u. but in Å−1). The {110}FeRh peak
is situated near q = 3 Å−1 and the {200}FeRh peak near near q = 4.2 Å−1. The higher intensity corresponding to the unusual
epitaxy relationship is emphasized by arrows. Substrate peaks appear as elongated on the small-q side due to the partially
relaxed epitaxy of the BTO thin film on STO. Note that tails of the substrate {310} peaks are visible on the rightmost part of
the map (around 4.7 Å−1).

der diffraction experiment). It cannot be observed with
particles lying on a {100} facet, while for particles on
a {110} facet some {211}FeRh peaks appear in the sur-
face plane. Such a peak is observed, with a small inten-
sity (much lower than that of {200}FeRh) comparable in
both [h00]BTO and [hh0]BTO azimuths and it means that,
among the FeRh nanocrystals on the substrate, some of
them are not having a {100} facet in contact with the
BTO(001) surface. Particles lying on a {110} facet can
account for this peak, but many other orientations (that
we may call “random” or “disordered”) can also produce
such a peak. Therefore, the ring structure observed for
{110}FeRh and {200}FeRh should not be attributed only
to a fiber texture (in-plane random orientation of parti-
cles lying on a {100} facet) but a background intensity,
a priori constant, must also come from other “randomly
oriented” FeRh particles.

However, as explained above, the main features in the
reciprocal space map of the surface are due to two distinct
epitaxy relationships of FeRh nanoparticles presenting a
{001} plane in contact with the BTO(001) surface. In
particular, the unusual orientation (001)FeRh ∥ (001)BTO

& [100]FeRh ∥ [100]BTO is not met in the case of thin films
grown over BTO or STO. It must nevertheless be noted
that a coexistence of this orientation, together with the

usual one that we also observe here, was reported for 80
nm thick films deposited by magnetron sputtering on a
single crystal of LaAlO3 [40]. The unusual OR I epi-
taxy for FeRh on BTO thus appears to be specific to the
small particle size. The relative abundance (i.e. diffrac-
tion peak intensity) of the two families of particles with
different epitaxy relationships can reflect the underlying
energetic difference between different interfacial atomic
configurations, or it can be due to a transition in the most
stable state depending on the particle size. This second
explanation should not hold in our case, since we do not
detect any size difference (from the peak FWHM) for par-
ticles of different epitaxies, as well as between “random”
particles and those with specific orientations. However,
a more precise size-dependence study of this particular
behaviour would be needed (cf. next section). The FeRh
cell parameter, deduced from the peak positions, is also
the same for all families of FeRh nanocrystals (OR I, OR
II or random orientation). The observation of a substan-
tial population of particles with OR I must then be as-
cribed to a small energy difference between this unusual
orientation and the usual one.

Even if, as noted by Fu & Wagner, “formation of OR
II is also promoted by a high density of near coincident
sites for bcc metal atoms on O” and “OR I and OR II
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are favored by the small misfits”, our reciprocal space
investigations does not allow us to determine the atomic
configuration at the interface corresponding to these two
epitaxy relationships. Atomic modelling (with empirical
potential or first-principle calculations) could shed light
on the underlying physical mechanism but are beyond
the scope of the present article. Anyway, for metal/oxide
interface Fe atoms usually sit on top of oxygen atoms
and Odkhuu et al. [18] indeed state from their density
functional theory calculations that “the Fe atoms are fa-
vored on top of the O sites at the TiO2 interface”. At
the nano-scale, it must be kept in mind that relaxation
of the FeRh nanocrystals can be significant [19, 47] and
can play a large role to reach the most favorable config-
uration. The fact that most of the particles must lie on
a {100} facet, while they could also land with a {110}
facet on the surface (FeRh clusters present {110} facets
when they are embedded in an inert amorphous carbon
matrix [47], in agreement with the low surface energy of
this kind of facet [19, 49]), is the sign of an important par-
ticle restructuring at the interface with BTO, permitted
by the annealing procedure (thermodynamic equilibrium
is a priori reached).

The slight shift of the FeRh diffraction peaks with re-
spect to the BTO peaks indicates that the cell parame-
ter of FeRh nanocrystal is not elastically constrained to
match the one of the BTO surface. Even if the stack-
ing corresponding to the epitaxy relationship labelled
OR II is favorable (cube-on-cube with a 45° rotation),
the mismatch between the (real space) inter-plane spac-
ing d110(FeRh) and d200(BTO) is around 6 %. This is
quite large and explains that the FeRh nanocrystals dis-
play a relaxed in-plane cell parameter: the elastic energy
that would be present with a perfectly matching epitaxy
can indeed be reduced by defect formation at the inter-
face (such as dislocations) or in the FeRh nanoparticles
(stacking faults or twins for instance). The unusual epi-
taxy labelled OR I is a direct cube-on-cube stacking and,
given the respective lattice parameter of FeRh (2.98 Å)
and BTO (a∥ = 3.99 Å for the bulk), 4 cells of FeRh al-
most perfectly correspond to 3 cells of BTO. Therefore,
in real-space there is a inter-plane distance coincidence:
2d110(FeRh) ≃ 3d220(BTO) with a very low mismatch
around 0.4 %. Note that the situation differs from the
reported similar epitaxy of FeRh on LaAlO3 [40] where
the substrate cell parameter (a = 3.792 Å) is significantly
smaller than that of STO (and thus much lower than the
3.99 Å cell parameter of BTO): in the case of such a
thin film growth, the unusual cube-on-cube epitaxy cor-
responds to five FeRh unit cells matching four LaAlO3

unit cells.

The angular width of the FeRh diffraction peaks (mea-
sured on the rocking Ω scans) can provide information
on the in-plane mosaicity, i.e. the angular spread of the
crystal alignment around the nominal epitaxy [73]. We
can note that the observed width is significantly larger

than the one due to the finite size of FeRh nanocrys-
tals (deduced from the FWHM for radial scans), which
would for instance be less than 2° for the {110}FeRh peak.
Considering the {200}FeRh peak (similar values are found
for {110}FeRh), we find that OR II epitaxy has an angu-
lar width around 3-4°, while the signal reflecting OR I
has a larger spread of 5-6° around the [h00]BTO azimuth.
Moreover, the angular profile of the peak does not cor-
respond to a simple gaussian but seems to be made of
three different peaks [cf. Fig. 3 and supplementary ma-
terial [52]]: broad “satellite” shoulders are found around
6° on both sides of the nominal [h00]BTO azimuth for OR
I epitaxy. Although energetical modelling are needed to
get deeper insight, this is an indication that the potential
well responsible for the existence of the unusual epitaxy
must be wider/softer than for the usual epitaxy relation-
ship.
Such a behavior has already been observed for instance

in the case of the compliant growth of InP nanocrys-
tals on STO [74], where despite incommensurability, InP
islands are oriented with respect to the STO(001) sub-
strate (with a {111} InP plane at the interface, resulting
in a hexagonal symmetry visible on the reciprocal space
map). Remarkably, simple calculations with empirical
potentials predict a transition of optimal angles for the
growth as a function of the extension of the (111) basal
plane of InP islands: the same kind of phenomenon could
be at play in the present case. A size dependence of epi-
taxy relationships has also been reported for Pt islands
on MgO(001) [73]. For this system, the most favorable
orientation displays a striking transition with the crystal
size. In addition, well defined satellite peaks are observed
on rocking Ω scans and can be explained by the appear-
ance of size-dependent local minima in the interfacial
energy as a function of crystal relative orientations. A
similar feature, with secondary preferential orientations
giving rise to satellite peaks as a function of island size,
has been reported for small model catalysts of Au grown
on TiO2(110) surface [75]. These studies are example of
striking finite size effects, resulting in specific behavior
at the nanoscale for the epitaxial growth of particles on
oxide surfaces. The present study demonstrates that in
the case of preformed clusters deposition, even if the sit-
uation is in principle different (it is not a growth with
islands of progressively increasing size), the same kind of
physical mechanisms can be met.

IV. DEPOSITION OF LARGER FeRh PARTICLES

To confirm and extend the investigation to larger
size FeRh particles, we have considered a second sam-
ple of clusters deposited using a higher deviation poten-
tial (1200 V) and thus resulting in a significantly larger
nanocrystal diameter. The amount of deposited particles
corresponds to an equivalent thickness near 10 Å. There-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Left: reciprocal space map measured by GIXRD (the color correspond to log scale of the intensity) in a
h, k projection (l ≃ 0). The main peaks correspond to the substrate (integer value of h, k). FeRh peaks are detected as rings,
with higher intensity in particular azimuths. Right: GIXRD radial scan in particular directions in the surface plane. Some
small parasitic peaks are also visible in addition to the FeRh “ring” signal and to the most intense diffraction peaks of the
substrate, marked with a star (STO crystal and relaxed BTO thin film, appearing as a shoulder on the low-q side).

FIG. 6. (Color online) Intensity of {110}FeRh and {200}FeRh

peaks deduced from angular scans, i.e. along different in-plane
directions. The background signal coming from the substrate
peaks has been subtracted when needed. The higher inten-
sity along particular directions is the signature of preferential
orientations (epitaxy relationships).

fore, a substantial coalescence (and recrystallisation) is
expected between initially touching particles during the
annealing step to promote chemical ordering into the B2
phase of FeRh (the sample is capped by amorphous car-
bon and the procedure is the same as for the preceding
sections). The final size distribution is also expected to
be wider: it will not be precisely determined but the
mean crystal diameter can be evaluated from the diffrac-

tion peak width. For this sample, the BTO surface was
not grown by MBE but using a radio-frequency sput-
tering procedure, still on a TiO2 terminated STO(001)
single crystal, resulting in the epitaxy of a continuous
thin film of the same thickness (7 nm), relaxed in plane.

The reciprocal space map of the surface (GIXRD mea-
surements at BM32 beamline of ESRF) is shown in Fig.
5, together with some radial scans in different azimuths.
All the expected diffraction peaks of FeRh B2 phase
are detected, including the low intensity {111} reflec-
tion (and a potential faint signal due to the {210} reflec-
tion), with no sign of other phases. From the measured
FWHM (around 0.35 nm−1) and according to the Scher-
rer equation, the crystal size is about 20 nm. This is
notably larger than for the previous sample. The FeRh
peaks intensity is again dependent on the in-plane az-
imuth with respect to the BTO surface, as it can be seen
from the GIXRD map but also from angular scans for
wavevectors corresponding to {110}FeRh and {200}FeRh.
Fig. 6 displays the evolution of the intensity of these
FeRh peaks (the background contribution from substrate
peaks has been removed) as a function of the in-plane
azimuth. While a constant intensity corresponding to
randomly oriented FeRh particles is present (ring on the
GIXRD surface map), a higher intensity for specific direc-
tions is observed, as for smaller FeRh particles: the usual
(001)FeRh ∥ (001)BTO & [110]FeRh ∥ [100]BTO epitaxy re-
lationship (OR II) gives a high intensity of {110}FeRh

along ⟨h00⟩BTO and of {200}FeRh along ⟨hh0⟩BTO, and
the unusual (OR I) epitaxy where (001)FeRh ∥ (001)BTO

& [100]FeRh ∥ [100]BTO on the contrary results in a high
intensity of {110}FeRh along ⟨hh0⟩BTO and of {200}FeRh
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along ⟨h00⟩BTO. Let us insist on the fact that only OR
I, which is not met for FeRh thin films on BTO or STO,
can account for the latter higher intensity in those par-
ticular azimuths. Therefore, even for FeRh nanoparticles
of larger diameter we observe a coexistence of the two
epitaxy relationships.

The angular width of particles corresponding to OR I
seems a bit larger than that of OR II, although for this
sample there is no clear sign of multiple peaks (“satel-
lites”), meaning that the underlying energetic landscape
may be different from the previous sample. Another ef-
fect of the larger particle size is that the OR II to OR I
ratio (between 10 and 15, from a crude estimation of the
peak intensity contributions) is significantly higher than
previously. Moreover, in the present case, one cannot ex-
clude the presence of particles corresponding to OR III
(unprecedented for FeRh grown on STO or BTO), since
it would also induce higher intensity of {110}FeRh and
{200}FeRh along ⟨h00⟩BTO directions. It should also be
noted that, certainly due to the large amount of deposited
particles (some of them could even not be in contact with
the BTO surface), a significant signal comes from “ran-
domly oriented” FeRh particles (rings in the map). The
rings cannot be only due to particles lying on a {100}
facet with a random in-plane orientation, since we also
detect {111} and {211} peaks of FeRh which cannot be
obtained with such particles.

These measurements demonstrate that the occurrence
of the unusual epitaxy relationship (OR I) is a robust fea-
ture of the interfacial interaction between FeRh nanopar-
ticles in the B2 phase and a BTO(001) crystal. The
observed evolution with particle size, together with the
known limit of “infinite size” (i.e. a thick FeRh film)
where only the usual OR II is observed, is a manifesta-
tion of a specific size effect in this nanosystem.

V. PERSPECTIVES AND CONCLUSION

Since the interface between FeRh particles and the sub-
strate is well-defined, this is a first step to envisage a con-
trol of their magnetic properties through the substrate.
A major motivation was to possibly modify the metam-
agnetic transition of FeRh (or to make it exist, because
for assemblies of small FeRh particles in a matrix it is still
not observed [47, 50]), using strain or electric polariza-
tion in the perovskite crystal. This is beyond the scope
of the present study but preliminary magnetic measure-
ments have been performed at the DEIMOS beamline
[76] on the same samples used for GIXRD experiments
(after air transfer). Due to the small amount of mat-
ter, synchrotron radiation has been used to acquire the
x-ray absorption signal (XAS) and the corresponding x-
ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) signal at Fe
L2,3 and Rh M2,3 edges. From the shape of Fe L edge,
we find that the FeRh particles are significantly oxidized

(see supplementary information [52]), which may come
from an inefficient (porous) capping layer that was used
to protect the particles or to oxygen atoms of the sub-
strate. Note that for the similar Fe/BaTiO3 system, it
has been shown that at the interface an ultrathin oxidized
iron layer exists, whose magnetization can be electrically
and reversibly switched on and off at room temperature
by reversing the BTO polarization [77].

Anyway, a XMCD signal is visible and for the largest
particles (those of Section IV), we have followed the mag-
netic response of Fe from 350 K down to 2 K (see Fig. 7a).
There is no sign of metamagnetic transition as we always
measure a noticeable XMCD signal, even at low temper-
ature. We only observe an opening of the hysteresis loop
when the temperature is lowered, which is the expected
behaviour for ferromagnetic nanoparticles[78]. Note that
the hysteresis loops are different for normal and grazing
incidence, with an easy in-plane magnetization indicating
an overall planar anisotropy that must be due to dipo-
lar interactions (shape anisotropy as for a thin magnetic
film). This can be understood given the large amount
of deposited particles in this sample. Nevertheless, addi-
tional subtle interface effects on the magnetic anisotropy
of the particle can exist [15, 16, 18, 79], but require bet-
ter controlled samples (i.e. more diluted assemblies of
well-defined nanomagnets) to be able to decipher them
from other phenomena. Interestingly, precisely thanks to
the quite large quantity of FeRh on the surface, it is pos-
sible to detect a Rh XMCD signal at the M2,3 edge (see
Fig. 7b) situated just before the oxygen K edge. This
magnetic signal, much similar at 350 K and at low T,
further confirms that there is no metamagnetic transi-
tion taking place in the nanoparticle assembly: the FeRh
particles (with a typical 20 nm diameter, according to
the GIXRD measurements) remain ferromagnetic, as for
small FeRh clusters embedded in amorphous carbon [47].
Additional investigations are needed if we want to detect
potential impacts of preferential orientations (especially
the unusual epitaxy relationship) on the magnetic prop-
erties of FeRh nanomagnets.

In conclusion, an unconventional epitaxy relationship,
(001)FeRh ∥ (001)BTO & [100]FeRh ∥ [100]BTO, has been
observed for assemblies of FeRh nanoparticles, deposited
under UHV on a BTO thin film grown on STO(001) sin-
gle crystal, and subsequently annealed to reach thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. The particles have been shown to
be crystallized in the chemically ordered B2 phase which,
in the case of bulk FeRh or thin films, undergoes a meta-
magnetic transition (from AFM order to FM order) close
to room temperature. The existence of preferential orien-
tations between FeRh nanocrystals on the surface and the
BTO substrate is the signature of an intimate contact,
at the atomic level, between deposited nanoparticles and
the crystal surface. Although the usual epitaxy relation-
ship (cube-on-cube with a 45° rotation) is also seen, and
remains the major one, cluster deposition appears as an
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FIG. 7. (Color online) XMCD measurements on the FeRh particles of Section IV. a) Hysteresis loops measured at the Fe L3

edge (maximum XMCD signal), for different temperatures, with a normal or grazing incidence of the x-ray beam (and thus a
different direction of the applied magnetic field). b) XAS and XMCD signals at the Rh M2,3 edges, at 350 K and 2 K for a
normal incidence.

original and powerful method to produce nano-systems
with particular finite size effects. Further theoretical
studies would be beneficial to better understand the en-
ergy landscape met with nanocrystals of FeRh on oxide
surfaces, especially to get insight on the most favorable
real-space configurations, as a function of particle size.
This is a rich system, where apparently various favorable
arrangements can coexist, and it would be worth to ex-
tend the investigations to other oxide substrates such as
STO or MgO (where the conventional epitaxy of FeRh is
observed). From an experimental point of view, even if a
compromise between a better control of the particle size
(avoiding contact and coalescence between particles) and
a strong enough signal is always necessary, one could try
in the future to characterize more diluted FeRh nanopar-
ticles assemblies. This will for sure be challenging, but
it could reveal subtle size effects and a larger propor-
tion of particles displaying an epitaxy relationship may
be achieved. Further magnetic investigations are also
planned in the future.
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